Letter to Kindergarten - Third Grade Students' parents
SUCCESS begins at CCES
K-3 Grade Parents,
This year at Calvert City Elementary we will be implementing a new behavior program that will replace the former
card system. The new program will be used to track the behavior of all students and reward good
conduct. A SUCCESS tracker will be used to record strikes (rather than pulling cards). Below is a description of
how it will work as well as a diagram of the SUCCESS tracker on the back.
All students will begin each day in the SUCCESS zone. If a student fails to follow a CCES guideline (Cooperate with
Others, Choose Wisely, Expect Excellence, and Show Respect and Responsibility,) he/she will receive a
“strike.” After a student receives his/her first“strike”, he/she will move to the WARNING zone. When the second
infraction occurs, the student gets his/her second “strike,” and the student will then move to the HALF
RECESS section of the SUCCESS tracker. For the third “strike,” the student will be sent to aTIME-OUT
PARTNER. When students are sent to the TIME-OUT PARTNER they will spend time with another teacher from
another grade level. The student will remain with the time-out partner for approximately 20 minutes. When the fourth
infraction occurs, the student gets his/her fourth “strike”, moves to the FULLRECESS section of the SUCCESS
tracker and the teacher will complete a Minor Behavior Form. TheMinor Behavior Form will be sent home by the
teacher. It should be signed by the parent/guardian and the student then returned to the teacher the next day.
We are striving to ensure that all students at Calvert Elementary receive the best education possible. It is our hope
that the SUCCESS program will enable our students to Cooperate with Others, Choose Wisely, Expect Excellence,
and Show Respect and Responsibility. Thank you for your support!

